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SPECTRAL ANALYSIS OF VARIATIONAL INEQUALITIES 
Pavol QUITTNER 
Abstract: We investigate solvability of variational inequ-
•lity 
(1) ucK: <Xu-Au-g(u f .A)-f ,v--u>S 0 VvcK, 
where K is a closed convex cone in a Hilbert space; A, g are com-
pletely continuous mappings, A linear, and A Is a real parame-
ter. As a consequence we get some assertions on the existence 
of bifurcation points and eigenvalues for corresponding problems. 
These assertions are very close to the results of M. Kucera 
II, 21. 
Key words: Variational inequality, bifurcation point, eigen-
value. 
Classification: 49H05, 73H10 
1. Introduction. In this paper we study solvability of va-
riational inequalities of the following type: 
(1) u*K: <-\u-Au-g(u,J\)-f,v-u>£ 0 VvfcK, 
where K is a closed convex cone in a real separable Hilbert spa-
ce H with the scalar product (. • , • } , h is a real parameter, 
A:H—•* H is a completely continuous linear mapping, g:Hx.R—*~H 
is a completely continuous (nonlinear) map and f« H is a right-
hand side. As a corollary of our considerations we get some as-
sertions on the existence of higher eigenvalues and bifurcation 
points for corresponding problems. 
We remind that .Ac |R is a bifurcation point of the varia-
tional inequality 
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(2) ueK: < ftu-Au-g(u ,70 , v-u> 2 0 WftK, 
if there exists a sequence (un,^n) of solutions of (2) such that 
04.un—0, A n - * V 
An element SN * IR is an eigenvalue of the operator A on the cone 
K, if the problem 
(3) u«K: < .7vou-Au,v-u>-S 0 VveK 
has a non-trivial solution u 4s 0. The vector u is called eigen-
vector corresponding to % . 
We shall denote by #K(A) the set of all eigenvalues of the 
inequality (3) (i.e. the set of all eigenvalues of the operator 
A on the cone K) and we put @£(A) = ^K(A)nlR , where |R
+ = 
= -ItG IR;t ?Q}. 
There are known (to the author) two methods concerning hig-
her eigenvalues or bifurcation points for variational inequaliti-
es - the method of E. Miersemann (see e.g. 13, 4, 53) which con-
sists in a generalization of Krasnoselskij sup-min principle and 
can be used only for symmetric operator A, and the method of M. 
Kucera which is based on Dancer's global bifurcation theorem (see 
e.g. Cl, 2j). In our paper, the problem (1) is reformulated (for 
A > 0 ) to the operator equation Tu = 0, where the operator T: 
:H—*H depends on ft,A,g,f and K, and solvability of this equa-
tion is investigated using the Leray-Schauder degree. As a corol-
lary we get some results on bifurcation points which are very clo-
se to the results of M. Kucera. 
Main results are formulated in Section 2; in Section 3 we 
show that for special cones we obtain more information . Finally, 
let us mention that our method can be used also in another situ-
ation (see l 7]). 
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2 . General theory. In the whole section we assume that H 
is a real separable Hilbert space, KcH a closed convex cone with 
its vertex at the origin, A:H—***H a completely continuous linear 
operator, g^HxIR—• H a completely continuous operator and *X«IR. 
First we remind some properties of the set ^ K ( A ) : The set 
6*K(A) is bounded by i V A 9 . It can be easily shown that the set 
*>K(A) is closed in IR+, nevertheless the set #K(A) need not be 
closed in IR~ (see Example 1 ) . Each positive bifurcation point of 
(2 ) belongs to SK(A), if
 g « " ^ —>0 for u—f> 0 (locally uniform-
ly in ^ ). The set C*K(A) may contain an irvterval (see Example 3 ) . 
If the operator A is symmetric and positive, the set 6K(A) is 
non-empty, it may contain a non-zero accumulation point (see 160) 
and it may also consist of only one point, even for dim H = + o° 
(see £63). 
In what follows we shall deal only with ^ >0; this restric-
tion is substantial in our method. The problem ( 1 ) can be rewrit-
ten as 
ueK: <i(Au+g(u.:X)+f) - u,v-u>#0 VveK. 
Using characterization of the projection PK on the set K we get 
that our problem is equivalent to the problem 
'4) Tu = 0, 
where Tu = T(^,f,g,A,K)u = u-PK(~(Au+g(u,30+f)). 
Note that this rewriting can be made also for a general closed 
convex set K. If K is a cone with its vertex at 0, then 
Tu = u - ̂  PK(Au+g(u,*A) + f*). 
We want to use Leray-Schauder degree in (4), so that we need 
some apriori estimates for solutions of the equation (4). Before 
we prove such estimates, let us introduce the following 
Definition. Let K.KcH. We shall write A(K,K)^ e, , if 
the following two conditions are fulfilled: 
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(5) (VxcK) diat(x,<) £ h maxU, H x 1 ) 
(6) (V?cK) dist(x,K) 6 e maxU, I'xl ). 
Lemma 1 . Let KcH be a closed convex cone with its vertex 
at 0, let #c H be a closed convex set, A(K,K) -6 & . Then 
||PKu - PKtfl £ (e+ 2 /e + 6
2)-max(l, Jul + fc) 
for any u«H. 
(See 111). ) 
Lemma 2 (Aprlori estimates). Let IclR+- CL(A) be a compact 
interval, -̂ ".1j*' M) for Uu|—*»oo uniformly for -Ac I. Then 
for every M>0 there exist &,R>0 such that for each A e l , 
s,t$<Q,l>, f&H, If 1 < M, and arbitrary closed convex set KcH 
with A(K,K)£ e the following estimate is true: 
t(l-s)T(^,f,tf,A,K) + sT(A,f ,tg,A,K)J u = 0 -= . ->| lu . l<R. 
Proof. By a contradiction: suppose there exist u s H,l|u ll-> 
— > oo, A n e I, sn,tn6<0,l>, (fnl < Mt closed convex sets Kn 
with A(K,#n)£i such that 
LU-sn)T(An,fn,tngiA,K) • snT(^n,fn,tng,A,1(n)3 uR = 0. 
Using Lemma 1 we get 
( 7 ) un ' * " PK ( A un+ tn9 (VV+ fn> + V 
where r = o( I u I ) (n —*>-co ) . 
u 
We may suppose wn = -j-j-q ^ "» %n~~*% & I . 
Dividing (7) by 0 un% we get 
r j n 1 p , . V ^ n ' V
 fn . rn 
(8> *n • rn
 p K ( A w n • i u n i • w^
 + pgr * 
The right-hand side in (8) converges strongly to i PwAw, thus 
w n — > w, w = i PKAw (i.e.,wsK, < Aw-Aw,v-w>2 0 V v € K). Since 
II w 11=1, we have w-£0, thus 3V « ̂ K(A^» which gives us a contra-
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Corollary. Put BR = -Cu © H; I u l< R?. If a c IR
+ - ^ ( A ) , 
9[u^ ~"~*° ( Nl—*»)» ** H and A(K,1<)^ e , where & is suf-
ficiently small, then the Leray-Schauder degree 
deg(TCft,f,g,A,K),0,BR) is well defined for R sufficiently large 
and this degree does not depend on A,f,g,K in the following way: 
Let -*i,̂ 2 D e l o n9 to *ne same component of |R+ - <L(A), fcH, 
g ( u A ) 
— I _ i >o (for B u i — * oo ) and A(K,K) 4L €, , where £, is suf-
ficiently small. Then (for sufficiently large R) we have 
degatfv^f^A.Tb^B-j) = deg(T( 2̂,0,0,A,K) ,0,BR) . 
Proof. The assertion is a consequence of homotopy-invarian-
ce property of Leray-Schauder degree. 
Remark 1. If ;Ac *+ - 6y(A), then dCA)=deg(T(A,0,0,A,K),0,BR) 
is well defined for any R>0 and does not depend on R. 
Remark 2. In the sequel we shall deal only with the cone K, 
nevertheless, using Corollary of Lemma 2, many of our results can 
be proved for convex sets which are "close" to the cone K (e.g. 
if d(A)40, then the problem (1) will have a solution also when 
we shift or turn the cone K a little bit). 
Me shall write briefly T(*,f,g) instead of T(A,f,g,A,K). 
Lemma 3 (On bifurcations). Let ^1,A2ctR+- ^ ( A ) , %l<(K2f 
9(|uj^
 } -#-0 (for u -*-0, i = l,2), g(0,A)=0 for Ac <*},£> , 
d(^)4id(^2). Then there exists a bifurcation point !k *o}-t0?> 
of the variational inequality (2). 
Proof. First we prove (by a contradiction) that the equati-
on T(A ,0,tg)u = 0 does not have solution for 0 4 u c B & (esuffi-
- 609 -
ciently small), tfe<0,l> and i = l , 2 . 
Suppose e .g . there exist 0=fcu —> 0 and t e<0,l> such that 
1(^,0, t a)u0 = 0, i . e . un = Ay P^Uu+t g(u„, A 1)) . Dividing this n n n AI IV n n n 
equation by II u II and passing to the limit (we may suppose 
u u , 
-r—r- —>- w) we get i •« —> w = •=—* PKAw, which gives us a contra-
diction, since ^ 1 * 6 R ( A ) . 
Now suppose that there is no bifurcation point A s< .A ' .A/* 
1 2 
Then the equation T(A,0,g) = 0 is not solvable forAe < A ,ft > 
in B£ --L0} for sufficiently small e and using the homotopy-inva-
riance property of Leray-Schauder degree we get 
d ^ 1 ) = deg(T( ̂ 1,0,0),0,Be) = deg(T( A
1,0,g) ,0,B6) = 
= deg(T( ft2,0,g),0,B£) = deg(T( A
2,0,0) ,0,Bg) =d( a
2), 
a contradiction. 
Theorem 1 . Let A > max( 6K(A) u-iO*). Then d(&) = 1 . 
Proof. Choose A > IIA II . By Corollary of Lemma 2 we get 
d(^.)=d(A). Using the homotopy-invariance property of Leray-
Schauder degree for the homotopy 
H(t,u) = u - X PKAu 
we get 
d(A) = deg(T(A,0,0),0,BR) = deg(I - ji; P|<A,0,BR) = deg(I,0,BR)= 1 
(we have H(t ,u)-+ 0 for u « 8BR, since II ̂  PKAu II < Hull for u 4-0). 
Lemma 4. Let K be not a subspace of H (i.e. the linear hull 
lity 
span K4-K) and let A < inf <Au,u>. Then the variational inequa 
(9) u<=K: Ou-Au~f ,v-u> £ 0 VveK 
does not have solution for suitable f. 
Proof. First we shall prove that there exists 0+u QeK 
such that <u,u >~0 for any ueK. 
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Choose v e span K - K. Using Hahn-Banach theorem for the convex 
sets K and \v \ in span K, we obtain an element u, € span K, u , ^ O , 
such that < u , u , > £ 0 for each u ^ K . Using the characterization of 
the projection PK we get that it is sufficient to put u = P|/U-" 
Now we shall prove that the inequality (9) does no.t have 
solution for f=u . Suppose there exists u c K such that 
(10) <Au-Au-u 0,v-u> £ 0 V v e K . 
P u t t i n g v=0 and v = 2u we ge t < X u - A u - u , u > = 0 , so t h a t 
M u l l 2 - < A u , u > = < u Q , u > £ 0 . 
•Since J\ < inf <Au,u>, we have u = 0. 
Il-u.tt'1 
Putting v=u in (10), we get now - < u o , u o > 2 0, which gives us a 
contradiction. 
Corollary. Let dim H < oo , span K4-K, g ( 0 , ^ ) s 0 , fljjyf^ ~* 
— > 0 (for u — > - 0 ) . Then there exists a bifurcation point of (2). 
Particularly, 6T ( A ) * 0 . 
Proof. We may suppose inf < A u , u > > 0 (instead of the mapping 
A we may consider the mapping A+tl, where t ;*0 is sufficiently 
1 2 
l a r g e ) . Choose & fc(0, i n f < A u , u > ) , A .>I1AH . By Lemma A we h a -
lt u- U = 1 
1 2 * 
ve d ( & ) = 0 , by Theorem 1 d( 0\ ) = 1 . Now i t i s s u f f i c i e n t to use 
Lemma 3 and n o t i c e t h a t f o r dim H < co each b i f u r c a t i o n p o i n t b e -
l ongs to t h e s e t # K ( A ) . 
Note t h a t t h e c o n d i t i o n 9 { j " \ ? ^ — > 0 ( f o r u —> 0) i s s u f f i -
1 2 
cient to be supposed for 'X- 7< ,% . 
Lemma 5. Let 0 - F U „ C K , A * U = A u , ̂A > 0 (where A* is the o o o o' o 
adjoint of A ) . Then the variational inequality 
(11) u £ K : <ftou-Au-uo,v-u > 5 0 V v e K 
does not have solution. 
Proof (by a contradiction^ Putting v=u+uo in (11), we get 
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0 û<bn u-Au-un ,u> = <u, A u -A*u > * Hul
2 - - l u l l 2 , o o* o ' o o o a o * 
• contradiction. 
Corollary. Let 0*u o6K, A*uQ = A nu n, AnelR
+- * K(A), 
Hut """> ̂  *or u — y ®' Tnen *nere exists a bifurcation point A 
of (2) with ft > J\n. 
Proof. It is sufficient to use Lemma 5, Theorem 1 and Lera-
ma 3 as in Corollary of Lemma 4. 
Exercise 1. Let K C {u c H; < u,uK > £ e ||u H$ , where e > 0, 
0 + u KCH, and let<Au,u>>0 for u4*0. Prove that 6*K(A) + 0. 
Hint: Put C =4u€K;<u,u K> = 1} and 
PKAu 
Su =TT-*rr--> for U6C-
Then use Schauder fixed point theorem-
Main results of this section are the following two theorems 
and their corollaries. 
* 
Theorem 2. Let ftk>0 be a simple eigenvalue of the opera-
tor A, let the corresponding eigenvector u k€K°, let K*fcH. The 
eigenspace KerCA.I-A*) is generated by a vector v. and we assume 
v k* K°, <v k,u k>>0 (for A symmetric we put v k=u k). Then the fol-
lowing assertions hold: 
(a) The eigenvalue ^ k is an isolated point of 6"K(A). 
(b) Put 0v£ = infIX c « K(A);^ > ft k1. If A € (\>&p, then 
d(ft) = (-1) k, where A k =„ 21 dim( C 4 Ker(fcl-A)P). 
K A>-A|t -$*=1 
(c) Put ft" = sup(*ft € 6#K(A); ft< 5l k)u(0i 
If fteC?^,-^), then d(A )=0. 
For .ft < ftk sufficiently close to ftk, the inequality 
(12) ueK: <Xu-Au-vk,v-u> 2 0 V v * K 
does not have solution. 
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Proof, (a) Suppose there exist & n e 6£(A) - i^kK J\
n—> 
—> tXk. Then there exist u
n sK, H un fl = 1 , such that 
<Anun -Aun ,v-un> $ 0 V v e K , 
or equivalent ly 
(13) un = --- P„Aun. 
^n K 
Since ^ k is an isolated point of $(A) (the spectrum of the ope-
rator A), we have &nun-*-Aun for nSn ; thus un 6 9K for nSn . 
We may suppose un—•=-* w. Passing to the limit in (13) we get 
w « i- PKAw, u
n—*- w € 8K. 
Thus 
(14) 0*w e 6K, < .^kw-Aw,v-w> S 0 VveK. 
Choose zeH. Then vk+tz€K for sufficiently small t>0 and puttinj 
v * w+vk+tz in (14) we get 
O^t <&kw-Aw,z> + <w, \vk-A*vk> = t<Akw-Aw,z>, 
thus ^kw=Aw, which gives us a contradiction, since u kcK° and 
!\. is a sirople eigenvalue of A. 
(b) Let !K > tXk, ft^ ̂ ( A) u 6>(A). Then uk is a regular so-
lution of the equation Tu as T( A ,( A - ̂ k)uk,0)u = 0, ive. the 
mapping T is of the class C in the neighbourhood of uk and the 
Fre*chet derivative T'(uk) = I- i A is an isomorphism. Thus for 
sufficiently large R>0 and sufficiently small & > 0 we get 
(using Leray-Schauder index of isolated solution) 
d(^) = deg(T,0,BR- Bf((uk)) + deg(T,0,Be(uk» = 
= deg(T,0,BR- B6(uk» + (-1)
 K. 
Since d(lA) is constant on ^k>^k)> it is sufficient to prove 
that deg(T,0,BR- Be(uk»=0 for A sufficiently close to & k 
(tA^-X^. We shall prove (by a contradiction) that for A suf-
- 413 -
ficiently close to X (ft > ^k)» the equation Tu=0 does not ha-
ve solution different from u k . 
Suppose that for ftn^iiXk (ft
n=£tXk) there exist u
n4* uk such that 
(15) T(ftn,(ftn- \)uw,0)u
n = 0, 
i .e . 
(16) uk*u
neK, < : * n u n - A * n - ( f t n - f t k ) u k , v - u
n > £ 0 V v £ K . 
Since ( ftnI-A) i s an isomorphism fo r n ? n and u=uk i s the 
so l u t ion of the equation ( ftnI-A)u = < ftn-J\k)uk, the vector u
n 
cannot so lve t h i s equation and thus u ne 9K (each so l u t ion u s K 
of the i nequa l i t y (9) i s also a so l u t ion of the corresponding equ-
a t ion ftu-Au = f ) . 
Put t ing v=un+vk i n (16) we get 
0 £< IX n u n -Au r \ v k > - Crv
n - \ ) <u k , v k > = 
= < u n , ^ n v k -A *v k > - ( < / \
n - V < u k , v k > = 
» ( ^ n - ^ k ) « u
n , v k > - < u k , v k > ) . 
Hence 
(17) <un,vk>><uk,vk>^0. 
Dividing (15) by l,unli we get 
лпЛ 
( 1 8 ) n&i -^ P*(A TTi + W U* } 
We may suppose
 u
_ —=--- w, from (17) it follows 
Passing to the limit in (18)/we get 
* n - \ 
w
 = 1 P^Aw, Oфw e ӘK, 
,x
k 
which gives us a contradiction as in the proof of (a). 
(c) It is sufficient to prove that for ̂  <i ft. , close to .ft
k
, 
the inequality (12) does not have solution. 
Suppose the contrary. Then there exist 0\ns1 X (ft n^A.) and 
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<"> u" = ^ n P K ( A u n + v k > . 
or, equiva lent ly, 
(20) un€ K, <^ \ n u n -Au n -v k ,v -u
n >^ 0 V v c K . 
Putting v=un+vk in (20) we get 
0 ^ < C A n u n - A u n - v k , v k > - < u
n , anvk -A*vk> - < v k , v k > = 
= ( * n - \ ) <un ,vk> - < v k , v k > . 
Thus 
(21) < u n ' v k > = -r^11^112"^-00 • v* 
Hence H un II — > oo and we may suppose —--—•—-*- w. Passing to the 
limit in (19) we get w = A- PKAw, II w II = 1; using (21) we get 
<w,vk>40. 
*k 
Since uk is the only (normalized) solution of the equation ^ u = 
= Au lying in K and <uk,vk>>0, we have w € 8K. This gives us a 
contradiction as in the proof of (a). 
In the following theorem we shall use notation from Theorem 
2. The proof of Theorem 3 is very similar to the proof of Theorem 
2, so that we shall just sketch it. 
Theorem 3. Let K^#H, let &. > 0 be a simple eigenvalue of 
the operators A, A*, let the corresponding eigenvectors uk,vk<sK° 
and <uk,vk><0. Then the following assertions hold: 
(a) The eigenvalue !A. is an isolated point of 6'K(A). 
(b) If A e ( 3 \ k ( / k ) , then d( .A)=0. 
For A > % . sufficiently close to ̂ k the inequality (12) does 
not have solution. 
(c) If ^ e ( A k , ^ k ) , then d(.A) = (-1)
 k, 
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where tf. = 21 dim( U Ker(tM-A)
p
). 
Sketch of the proof. 
(a) The proof is the same as in Theorem 2. 















v«u - ^ , 
,.n Putting v=u +v
k
 in the variational inequality corresponding to 
(22) we get ( A
n





2, hence l\unl(-->c© and 
<w,vk)2 0 (where we suppose —!d-jp---ww). 
H u ft 
Passing to the limit in (22) we get Hwl = 1, w = i- PKAw, which 
gives us a contradiction as in the proof of Theorem 2(c). 
(c) For A-< ftk (close to &k) we have 
ч
Г
k d(A) « d e g ( T ( . > , ( ^ - .>\k)uk,0),0,BR-Be(uk))+ (-1) 













































 = i- p^Aw, where 0-fcw e 3K (w = lim — - i — ) , which gives us a 
\ * llunll 
contradiction. 
Corollary. Let ^ X be simple positive eigenvalues of 
the operators.A, A* ( ( X ^ ?\.)
f













Ji^ r» 0 (for u — > 0 , 0ve(.9v j L, .A.)). Then there exists a bi­
furcation point ft* (.A,, 2V.) for the variational equality (2). 
Proof. Using Thaoreas 2, 3, we get d( Jr)4*d( 3\ ) for 
- •l 
1 2 
suitable ^,< 3v «c & < Ot*. Now it is sufficient to use Lemma 3. 
Remark 3. Some of the assertions of Theorems 2, 3 can be 
proved (in the same way) also under weaker assumptions, e.g. the 
following assertion is true: 
Proposition 1. Let & k> 0 be an eigenvalue of the operator 
A, let vkc Ker( AkI-A
|t)n K°. Suppose <vk,u>>0 for any 
u€ Ker( ftkI-A)nK, u4-0. Then ^ k < ^ k, d(̂ \ )=0 for A € ( ^ , \ ) 
and for ft < ft k close to ftk, the inequality (12) does not have 
solution. 
Open problem 1. Let ft e IR+-*K(A), d(ft )=0. Find some ge-
neral assumptions under which there necessarily exists f e H such 
that the inequality (9) is not solvable. Very special assumptions 
of this type are given in Exercise 2. 
The connection between the Leray-Schauder degree and the number 
of solutions of a similar problem is studied e.g. in 18,9,103. 
1 2 
Open problem 2. Let A , X" belong to the same component 
of IR+- € . .(A), let there exist f e H such that the inequality 
(9) does not have solution for ft = ft , f=f . 
2 
Does there necessarily exist a right-hand side f such that the 
\ 2 2 
inequality (9) does'not have solution for ft = A , f=f ? 
A partial answer to this question is given in the following 
Lemma 6. The set 
X =-;&* IR+- * K(A); (9) is solvable^ for any teHl 
is closed in IR+-#K(A). 
in IR+- 6KCA), let .A
neX, feH. We 
shall find a solution of (9). Since ftneX, there exist une H 
such that 
ÍІ7 -




n \\—»-oo . Then passing to the limit in (24) divided 
by itu
n
ll we get w = i P„Aw, where w = lim —--—, which gives us 





a contradiction with J\ ̂  6 i<(A) . Thus we may suppose u —--* u 
and passing to the limit in (24) we get u„ = -r P,,(Au + f ) , hence 
O A ^ O 
u is the solution of ( 9 ) . 
Remark 4. If A > max( # K (A) u \0\), then d(J\ ) = 1 (according 
to Theorem l ) - a n d thus the inequality ( 9 ) is solvable for any 
f cH. One can easily prove that for A > max <Au,u> the soluti-
on is unique (the operator .AI-A is strictly monotone). Neverthe­
less, for % < „ max <Au,u> we may lose the uniqueness: Suppose 
n*U/,.$ 1 
e.g. A is symmetric and positive, let X be the first eigenva­
lue of the operator A, let its multiplicity be odd and 
Ker( ^ 1 I - A ) n K = 4 01. Choose U ( 0 , C*,) such that A >. max # K (A)= 
= max <Au,u> and 3\ > max( 6 ( A ) - < ̂ i^ ) • Choose u„ e K° and put 
tt.u.n #1 
f = ( C\l-A)u 0 . Then 
1 = d(JU = d e g ( T ( * , f , 0 ) , 0 , B R ) = 
deg(T(Л ,f , 0 ) , 0 , B g ( u o ) ) + deд(T(Л ,f,0),0,BR-B£(uQ)) = 
-1 + deg(T(Л,f , 0 ) , 0 , B R - B £ (u o ) ) , 
thus there exists a solution of (9 ) in BR-Bg(u0)> --e- "-ne inequ-
ality (9) has at least two solutions. 
Remark 5. The results of E. Miersemann on higher eigenva-
lues and bifurcation points are (in the symmetric case) stronger 
than Corollary of Theorem 2. As a corollary of his results (see 
C5J > we obtain the following 
Proposition 2. Let A be symmetric, let A. r A. ,>0 be 
two consecutive eigenvalues of A, let Ker( 7\. , I-A) n K 0^ 0, 
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Ker( 7vkI-A) <£ K. Then there exists A <= 6* (A) n ( A k + 1, > k ) . If 
the assumption Ker(A.I-A ) & K fails, we can use the following 
Lemma 7. Let A be symmetric, let A. > ^k-n+i = • • • 
... 5" ̂ k > 7v. - r* 0 be consecutive eigenvalues of A, let 
Ker( A. , I - A ) n K°>0, V = ® Ker( N . I-A) c K, 
K + ± i»«t-t* + t 1 
Ker^ A k - p I - A ) 4: K. 
Then there exists an eigenvalue %e ^K(A) A ( JA., , A. ) with 
an eigenvector wcV • 
Proof. Put H-V1 , K= HnK, A= Ajrf. Then we can use Proposi-
tion 2 for H,K,A to obtain an eigenvalue CA e 6-KA) with an ei-
genvector we.K. Denote P:H—*- H the orthogonal projection of H 
onto H. Choose vcK. Then PveK, hence < JA w-Aw, v-w > = 
= <.Aw-Aw,v-w> = < -A w~Aw,Pv-w > 5* 0 . 
Note that analogous results to Proposition 2 and Lemma 7 
hold also for the existence of bifurcation points of the corres-
ponding non linear problems. 
3. Special cones. We shall assume all general assumptions 
from Section 2 and, moreover, we shall suppose K = (uc H; <u,w.> = 
£0, i = l,...,n], where wi4
s0 (i = l , . . . , n ) . 
Lemma 8. Let K = K u e H; < u.w^ z 0?, Wĵ -4-0, let 7K <fc # ( A ) . 
Put F(>) = <R( ̂v ,A)w l ,w1> , where R(J\,A) = ( J M - A ) "
1 . Then 
( i ) the inequality (9 ) is (unique ly) solvable for any fc H 
iff F( A ) >0; 
( i i ) % e #K(A) iff F(J\ ) = 0. 
Proof. Denote R(.A,A)w, = u,. Obviously, an element ucK 
is the solution of (9 ) iff Au-Au-f = tw,, or, equivalently, 
u = R (A ,A ) f+ tUj,, where (ucK^and t = 0) or (u£ &K and t S O ) . 
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Suppose F M ) > 0 , i.e. u ^ K 0 . Choose feH. If R(A,A)feK, it 
is sufficient (and necessary) to put u = R(a,A)f; if R(:.A,A)f^K, we 
<R(A,A)f ,w,> 
put u = R(J\,A)f + tu, , where t = - TTi—• •- • • 
1 < u,,w,> 
Suppose F(.?O = 0. Then u, e. 8K, .Au,-Au, =w, , i.e. u, is an 
eigenvector corresponding to ^ e 6" (A). 
Obviously 7\ e ^ ( A ) - tf(A) implies F(^) = 0. 
If F C A ) < 0 , then for R(J\,A)f£K° we have two solutions 
- o <R(J\,A)f,w,> 
(ux=R(A,A)f, u =R(A,A)f+tu,, where t = 7Tl—M s V >0). for 
1 <U»,W,/ 
R ( ^ , ^ ) f € d K we obtain the unique solution u = R(2v,A)f and for 
R(^,A)f #• K, the inequality (9) is not so lvab le . 
Lemma 9 . Let the assumptions of Lemma 8 be fulfilled. Then 
the function F( :J\) is real-analytic. If, moreover, A is symmetric, 
then F(J\) is strictly decreasing on each component of the set 
fc- 6(A). 
Proof. The analyticity of F ( A ) is obvious. 
Let A be symmetr ic . Using the resolvent identity we get 
9 2 
F'( <\) *'- < Rz( ̂ ,A)w1,w1> = - ||R(A ,A)w1ll '* 0. 
Lemma 10 . Let the assumptions of Lemma 8 be fulfilled, let 
A be symmetric, 0 4- A k e £ (A), Ker(/VkI-A) c fc>K . Then the functi-
on F(/\ ) has a removable singularity in ̂  = ,A. . 
Proof. Denote P the orthogonal projection of H onto 
H = (Ker( ̂ k I - A ) )
1 , put A - A/g. Then W..6 H, A(H)c H, thus 
R( A ,A)w1= R(ft ,A)wx and F(.A ) = F(A ) for A * e'(A), where f(A) = 
= < R( :A ,l)w1 ,w,> is real-analytic on IR- cf (A). 
Theorem 4. ̂ *»t K be a half space, K = £ u e H ; < u , w 3 > £ 0 / , 
let A be symmetric. 
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(i) Let ^ k _ D > ^ k _ D + i • • • • « ^k ^ ^k + 1 > ^ D e c o n s e c u " t - ~ 
ve eigenvalues of the operator A (0_sp<^k), let Ker(^,I-A)cK 
for i=k-p+l,...,k and Ker( J\.I-A)nK°40 for i=k-p,k+l. Then the-
re exists the unique J\ Q ( A . , , >^k_D^ A 6'|/(A) for which there 
exists an eigenvector u (of the variational inequality (3)) such 
that u„ is not solution of the equation .A u-Au-0. Moreover, we 
Jfc, ° 
can choose u T . 0® ,Ker( A.I-A). For A e ( A. . , A )- 6(A) the 
o 4,=Jfe,~-ft-M l k + l o 
inequality (9) has the unique solution for any feH; for 
-A e ( a Q, ^ k _ D ) - ^(A) the inequality (9) has 0,1 or 2 solutions 
(more precisely see the proof of Lemma 8). 
(ii) Let *A. g. . . = ^ k î * ̂ k ^ D e consecu"k-ve eigenvalues 
of the operator A, *A, = max <Au,u> . Let Ker(A.I-A)cK for i = 1 liuMf. l 
= l,...,k-l and Ker( A kI-A)n K°4- 0. Then e$K(A) n ( ^ k , + oo) c €>(A) 
and each eigenvector of the inequality (3) with A > ft. is simul-
taneously the eigenvector of the operator A. 
For ?\ > A. , A £ #(A) the inequality (9) has the unique solution 
for any feH. 
Proof. Theorem 4 is a corollary of Lemmas 7,8,9,10 and The-
orem 1. 
In what follows we shall suppose K = -\ u e H;<u ,w.> 2 0 for i = 
= l,...,nr, where w.=4-0 (i = l,...,n). Denote N = 41,2, ...,nj and 
for MCN denote 
KM = -lucK; <u,wi>= 0 for i fc M, <u,wi>>0 for i€N-Mj, 
HM = ^ wi> i f c M i J"' 
M 
P :H— * HM the orthogonal projection of H onto HM, 
*M-pHVHM. *- M^M«V-
Obviously K = ̂ -^y KM* w n e r e t n e u n i o n i s disjoint. 
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Lemma 1 1 . L e t u e K , < A u - w , v - u ) ? 0 V v e K . Then 3 u = m 
= PMw. P a r t i c u l a r l y , i f P K w £ K M , t hen PKw = P
Mw. 
P r o o f . P u t t i n g v=u+z, where z c HM i s a r b i t r a r y ( b u t s m a l l ) , 
we ge t P M ( A u - w ) = 0 , i . e . Au = PMw. I f P K w e K M , pu t U = P R W , : A = 1 . 
Lemma 12 . The s e t 6 K ( A ) - i0\ i s i s o l a t e d i n K- -i 0 i . 
P r o o f . Suppose v\ e # K ( A ) , i . e . t h e r e e x i s t s 0 ^ u e . K M ( f o r 
s u i t a b l e M c N ) such t h a t < f t u - A u , v - u > ? 0 V v e K . Acco r d i ng to 
M 
Lemma 11, 3 u = P Au = AMu, hence -!\e 6 (AM) c 51 . Consequent-
ly 6„(A)c I and now it is sufficient to notice that the set 
!£ - -iOl is isolated in |R- {0\. 
Lemma 13. Let ^ e IR-£L , f eH, McN. Then there exists at 
most one solution of (9) in KM. Consequently, the number of so-
lutions of (9) is bounded by 2n. 
1 2 Proof. Let u ,u & KM be solutions of (9). Using Lemma 11 
we get 5̂ ui= PM(Aui+f), i.e. ^ui-AMu
i= PMf (i = l,2). Since 
1 2 
;\ 4- €T(AM), we have u = u . 
Definition. Let h>0, TC\,f,0)u = 0. We shall say that u 
is a singular solution of the equation Tu=0, if either T is not 
differentiable in any neighbourhood of u or T'(u) is not isomor-
phism. 
Lemma 14. Let & ?> 0. Then {fe H;(3u)T(^ ,f ,0)u = 0 and u is 
singularjc S, where S is a finite union of subspaces of codim £ 1 
(in H). 
Proof. Suppose T(:A,f,0)u = 0, u singular, U€KM . Accord-
K< 
"_ »- u ouun nidi r K ^ H V n + i ^ r V M V n + 
ing to Lemma 11 Au = PK(Au+f) = P
M(Au+f). 
(i) Uet there exist v -—>-  such that P„(Av f)% P (Av +f). 
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Then (by Lemma 11), p|<(Avn+f) <£ KM and we may suppose PK(Av +f)e 
&KL, where Lc N is fixed, L+M . Since PR(Av +f)—.--P-AAu+f) = 
= ^u&K M, we get LcM . Moreover, for any i e M-L the correspon-
ding vector w. does not belong to the linear hull of the set 
$w.$. , (since K,=M). Consequently HM -J H, . Since P
L(Av + I) = 
= PK(Avp+f)—>PK(Au+f) = Au and P
L(Avn+f)—> PL(Au+f), we have 
%\i = PL(Au+f), PLC*u-Au-f) = 0, 
where HM is a subspace of codim 2r 1. 
f e ^ 2 ( ai-A)HM + H.\ 
(ii) Let the assumption of (i) fail, i.e. PK(Av+f) -
M 
= P (Av+f) for all v sufficiently close to u. Then Tv = v -
- i PK(Av+f) = v - i P
M(Av+f), thus T is differentiable at u. 
* 1 M 
Since u is singular, the mapping T (u) =1 - T P A is not isomor-
phism, i.e. % e £(A M). Thus the range RM of the operator AI-AM 
has codim = 1 in HM and from P ( Au-Au-f)=0 it follows 
feR M + H £ 
Obviously it is sufficient to put S = ( U ^)u( <J (Ru+Hi)). 
H
M^
HL M Xe«TCA^ M M 
Theorem 5. Let A e IR+-#K(A), f + S = SC\) (see Lemma 14). 
Then the number of solutions of the inequality (9) is finite 
(bounded by 2 n), locally constant (with respect to ft e IR+- 6V,(A) 
and feH-S(A)) and odd resp. even if d( ̂  ) is odd resp. even. 
All these solutions depend analytically on f and % . If ft e. IR-2L, 
then the number of solutions of (9) has an upper bound 2 for any 
feH. 
Proof. For f <£ S each solution u of (9) is regular and is 
unique in KM for any McN (see the proof of Lemma 13 and the de-
finition of the set S). Using well-known properties of Leray-
Schauder degree one can easilv Drove that the parity of the 
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number of solutions of (9) depends only on the parity of d ( A ) . 
Using implicit function theorem we get analytical dependence of 
solutions of (9) on f and >?, • Moreover, if T( A , f ,0)"*1(0) = 
= ̂ u ,...,upii and <b> 0 is sufficiently small, then 
card(T(5. ,7,0)""1(0) nBe(u
1)) = 1 for any i = l,...,p and (3C,f) 
sufficiently close to (A,f), so that the function 
card(T( JV ,f,0)" (0)) is lower-semicontinuous. We shall prove that 
it is also upper-semicontinuous. Suppose the contrary, i.e. there 
exist ft,n, fn, uR such that X^—* % & IR+~ ^ K(A), fR—*-f + S, 
.(25) T(^n,fn0) un = 0 
and u n^B - ^ Be(u
i). 
If \\ u ft — * co , then passing to the limit in (25) divided by 
Hu \\ we get T(^,0,0)w = 0 for some w4=0, thus (A £ ^i/(A), a con-
tradiction. Hence we may suppose that -tu_$ is bounded, u —=»- u. 
Passing to the limit in (25) we get u — > u, T(2l ,f ,0)u = 0, 
which gives us a contradiction, since u 4 B. 
Exercise 2. Let K = {ucH; (u,w.)S0 for i = l, 2}. Let w,,w2 
be linearly independent, J\ e iR+- 6»,(A). Prove that there exists 
f^S(A) such that card(T( X ,f ,0)"1(0) )£ 1. Consequently, if 
d(A,) = 0, then the inequality (9) is not solvable for some feH. 
Hint: For M c-U,2* put TM = \i ;T( A,f ,0)"1n K M * 0 V If 
%& £(A M), then TM is contained in a subspace of codim £1. If 
X $. €>(AM), then TM is a closed convex cone which is strictly 
less than halfspace in H and card(T(A ,f,0) n KM) = 1 for 
f€T M. Now observe that card(exp N) = 4. 
4. Examples 
Example 1. In this example we shall show that the set 
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6^(A) need not be closed in ,R~ = {t€.JR;t<0} and," consequently, 
a negative bifurcation point of (2) need not be the eigenvalue 
of (3). 
l_et A:H—>H be a symmetric, completely continuous, linear 
operator with simple eigenvalues A. = -2, !K, = £ (k = 2,3,...) 
and corresponding eigenvectors u,, uk (k£2). We suppose that 
{u>\ . , form an orthonormal basis in H. Put K = ̂ ueH, <u,u,-u.>:~ 
£ 0 for k = 2,3, . . . ?. Then Ak = -1+ ^ is an eigenvalue of (3) with 
k A k k k 1 
an eigenvector u = u,+uk, since X u -Au = (1+ j~)(u,-uk), 
<Akuk~Auk,uk> = 0 and<Akuk-Auk,v>20 V v e K. Suppose -1 = 
= lim A e£ K(A). Then there exists w€K, ftwfl = 1, such that * 
(26) <-w-Aw,v-w>2.0 VveK. 
We can w r i t e w = „]£. c, u. , where .2L„ c, = 1 . 
fo = 1 k k ' Jr. s 1 k 
From (26 ) i t f o l l o w s <-w-Aw,w> = 0 , hence <Aw,w> = - IIwU = - 1 , 
so t h a t 2 2 
C i , o i ao C •> ^ 2 ^ •> % k 1 o 2 1 ^ Чr 
2 1 C i 1 
Suppose c . # 0 f o r some f i x e d 3 £ 2 . Then c ,2 -« - + ~ J i > 7 > 
c 2 
2 2 1 i l 2 2 
c k ^ l - c , ^ - j - —T<J f o r any k = 2 . Thus c , > c k and s i n c e 
0 ^ < w , u , - u k > = c , - c k , we have c ,>0 and 
r~z r~7\ 
<w,uruk> = crcks V r -j " V r ~ i ^
0 f o r a n y k = 2-
Hence wc K°, -w-Aw = 0, a contradic t ioa . 
Thus c-=0 for j~2, w=u,, which gives us again a contradic t ion . 
In L63 there is given an abstract example of a symmetric 
operator A and a cone K in an infinite dimensional Hilbert spa-
ce H such that the set #K(A) has exactly n elements, where n 
is an arbitrary natural number (this example is a direct genera-
lization of an example of M. Cadek, where £„(A) is a one-point 
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s e t ) . The following example shows that such example can be const­
ructed also for operators and cones which have a physical inter­
pretation. 
Example 2 (V. Sverak). Let Jl= ( 0 , l ) x ( 0 , l ) c IR2, M = 
= XL- ( 0 , ^ ) ^ ( 0 , ^ ) , H = w j ' 2 ( a ) (the Sobolev space), 
K = iu 6H;ul0 on Mi, 
Then *
K
(A) = {7-^7, -777} • 
2Л 8JT 
Idea of the proof. Let A e €>K(A), let u be the correspon-
ding eigenvector. Then 3\ > 0, 
f I- A A u - u ) 9 > d x £ 0 Vg> e 5 > + ( n ) . 
Thus - AAu-u = {*> , where ^ is a nonnegative measure with its 
support in M. Further u = -r G(u+ /tt ), where G is Green function 
for Si . Using potential theory, we get that u is continuous in 
II (since (ku - PKGu) and superharmonic in M° (since - A u l O 
in M°) . From the minimum principle it follows u s 0 i n M o r u > 0 
in M°. 
Let u>0 in M° and denote - ^ (M 0 ) the first eigenvalue of 
-A on M° (with the corresponding eigenfunction w > 0 ) . Then 
- 5iAu-u -- 0 in Ma, thus 
0 -* f uw dx = - A f (Au )w dx = &( / u |£ dS - f u(Aw)dx) = 







^ ( M 0 ) ~M' 
/öuw dx £ 
\(H°) V 
Г uw dx, 
since |~i0 and u£0 on dM°. Hence C \ $ X 1 ( M ° ) . 
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If u(x)-<:0 for some xe-Cl-M, then A .6 A.,(-fl-M), since X 
is the first eigenvalue of -A on a subdomain of -Ct-M. 
Under our assumptions we have X ( M ° ) > A.(iV-M), thus eit-
her u s 0 on M or u» 0 on XI • 
If u ss 0 on M, then .A = iA.(-O--M) and u is the first eigenfunction 
of - A on il-M; if usO on II , then using the minimum princip-
le, we obtain u>»0 on SI , ̂  = .7v.(H). 
Such an example can be constructed also for general domains 
in Rn (n~5). Another possible generalization is given in the 
following example: 
Let & * \ = (0,4)x(0,4), M = Si - ̂  --V , where 
^ = (0,2- e)*(0,2-€,), a 2 = (2,3- E,)x (0,1), il3 = (3,4)x(0,2- 6), 
H4-(0,3-e)>c(2,4), il5 = (3,4)x(2,4), & > 0 . 
Then card tf-AA) = 6 and each eigenfunction of the variational 
inequality is the first eigenfunction of the operator - A on so-
me H. (1=0,1,.. .,5). 
Idea of the proof. As before we get u = 0 on M or u.>0 on 
M°. If u>0 on M°, then u£0 on il2 (since A, (M°) ̂  A^Ji^)), 
so that u>0 on (M uH.2)° (since u is superharmonic on this set). 
Analogously we obtain u > 0 on (M u -CU u -0,)°, u > 0 on 
(M o n 2 u H 3 uJQ^)0 etc. 
Example 3. In this example we shall show that the set 
) can contain an interval. 
Put H = 1R3, A = /' 1,0,0\ , K = -VXJX^ + XJ i x ^ x ^ O i .  1,0,0 , 
1,1,0 
U,0,1/ 
Choose t e < 0 , l > and p u t u = / t "\ c d K , A = l - | 
1-7 
7-
6 2 / 
Then ^ u - A u t 1 , so t h a t A u - A u J. u 
and one can e a s i l y p r o v e < ^ u - A u , v > « 0 V v e K . 
Thus < y , l > C ^ ( A ) . 
Example 4 . L e t H = IR , A 
where w (D 
/ 2 , 1 ^ K = ţu Є H ^ u . w ^ 0?, 
Then 6*(A) = 41,215; u
1 =




 / 1\, v
2
= / 0\ are the 
corresponding eigenvectors for A, A* lying in K° (see Theorems 2, 
3 and Lemma 8 for n o t a t i o n ) . Further <u,,v
1







We are able to compute F(A ) = < R( A ,A)w,,w,> = ( A -1\ 7 A -7) * 
Using the results of Section 3, we get 6 K ( A ) = 41,2, —r] • 
Moreover, for ̂  £ &K (A ) the inequality ( 9 ) is solvable for any 
feH iff A c (1 ,2 ) c (-=-i, + oo). Some of these results can be deri-
ved also using Theorems 2, 3. 
Example 5. Let H = w j ' 2 ( 0 , l ) , K = i u eH ; u ( ^ ) 2 0}, <u,v> = 
u'v'dx, <Au,v>= f uv dx. Using Theorem 4 we get ^ ^ ( A ) = 
0 J0 K 
= <o(A ) -4 .0} . For J\ e IR+ - # K (A ) the inequality ( 9 ) is solvable 
for any f e H iff ̂  e ( ̂  2k+l' "
A2k) (k = 1 » 2 » ' ' *) or * *" *i • 
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